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NOTES 

With exception of situations duly identified, the values presented in tables and graphs and others that also serve for the analysis are, in the 

case of quantitative series, year-on-year rates of change (y.r.) under three-month moving average (3-mma) or, in the case of qualitative series, 

3-mma of seasonally adjusted values (s.a.) or of effective values (e.v). Annual information correspond to 12-mma, with the exception of 

variables presented as y.r. on stocks, where the annual value corresponds to the variation of the balance at the end of the year. Annualised 

variation (a.v.). Weight (w.). 

Balances: differences between the percentage of respondents giving positive and negative replies. 

19th July, 2011 
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Domestic demand declines, mostly due to investment. In May, imports and exports of goods 
continue to record strong year-on-year nominal growth rates. 

In June, the economic sentiment indicator diminished and the consumer confidence indicator slightly increased in the 

Euro Area (EA) and in the European Union (EU27). Raw materials and oil prices continued to register strong year-on-

year growth rates in June, although decelerating when compared to May. 

In Portugal, the economic climate indicator maintained in June the downward movement started in July 2010. The 

economic activity indicator, information available until May, has stabilized, suspending the descending path observed 

since September. In May, the private consumption indicator decreased, reflecting the negative contribution of both 

components, durable and non-durable consumption. The Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF) indicator presented a 

stronger reduction in May, due to the negative evolution of all components, but mainly that of construction. Concerning 

the international trade of goods, imports and exports in May continued to register significant year-on-year nominal 

growth rates, of 10.8% and 16.4% (9.2% and 16.5% in April), respectively. 

In June, the year-on-year change rate of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) was 3.4% (3.8% in May). Excluding energy 

and unprocessed food products, the year-on-year change rate was 2.3% (2.5% in the previous month). The prices of 

the goods and of the services components presented year-on-year growth rates of 3.9% and 2.6% in June (4.6% and 

2.8% in May), respectively. The differential between the change rate of the Portuguese Harmonized Index of Consumer 

Prices (HICP) and of the EA HICP diminished 0.4 p.p. in June, to 0.6 p.p.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Report based on information available up to July 18, 2011. 

Next report will be released on August 18, 2011. 
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(a) From the 1st quarter of 2011 onwards, the Employment Survey questionnaire and inquiry method were changed. 


